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Overview
With thanks and recognition to the 
Blackfoot and the people of the Treaty 7 region 

BC First Nations Education System

Tripartite Education Framework Agreement (TEFA)

First Nations Education Jurisdiction

Public Schools and FNESC Recommendations
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FNESC and FNSA
The First Nations Education Steering Committee (est. 1992) is 
comprised of 116 member First Nations.  It is an independent non-
profit society.

FNESC has been working on behalf of First Nations to achieve 
quality First Nations education for all First Nations learners in BC, 
both on- and off-reserve, since 1992.

The First Nations Schools Association (FNSA) represents and works 
on behalf of the 130 First Nations controlled schools of BC.

The FNSA has a mandate to support those schools in creating 
effective, nurturing, and linguistically and culturally appropriate 
education environments that provide students with a positive 
foundation in all academic areas. It was formally established as a 
non-profit society in 1996.
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BC First Nations Education System
BC First Nations have established this system over the past 20 
years. It is based upon the following:

1. First Nations control (inherent right of self-gov’t and self 
determination);

2. Parental involvement;

3. Quality and appropriate education programs and delivery with a 
cultural match;

4. Gathering and responding to data; and

5. Agreements with Canada and BC, including: 
1. the Education Jurisdiction Framework Agreement with 

Canada and BC
2. the Tripartite Education Framework Agreement signed in 

2005 by FNESC, Canada and BC.
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Students in the BC First Nations 
Education System

Our BC system includes 
approximately:

• 5,000 First Nations students in 
First Nation schools 

• 1,100 Reciprocal Tuition 
students in First Nation schools

• 8,000 First Nations on-reserve 
students in public schools 

• 62,000 Aboriginal students in 
the public system (8,000 status 
on-reserve students are 
included in the total)
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Foundations of Our System

Section 35 Constitution Act & Honour of the Crown

The Royal Proclamation (1763)

Indian Control of Indian Education (1972)

UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989)

Residential Schools Apology (2008)

UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (2007)

Truth and Reconciliation Commission Calls to Action (2015)

Canadian Human Rights Tribunal Decision (2016) 
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Building Partnerships
FNESC has MOU’s with the following organizations:

• First Nations Schools Association
• K-12 Aboriginal Education Partners (1999)
• Aboriginal Post-Secondary Education & Training Partners (2005)
• First Peoples’ Cultural Council
• First Nations Technology Council (2010)
• Association of the BC Deans of Education (2011)
• BC Representative for Children and Youth (2011)
• Bilateral Protocol with the BC Ministry of Education (2015)

First Nations Leadership Council passed a resolution of support for 
entering into a protocol agreement with FNESC in February 2015. 
The protocol acknowledges FNESC’s leadership, as directed by First 
Nations governments, in advancing quality education, improving 
accountability and improving education outcomes for all First Nations 
students in BC.
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TEFA and Jurisdiction
FNESC and FNSA continue to work to advance and build the First 
Nations Education System in BC based on the direction of First 
Nations.

BC First Nations leadership have consistently expressed their vision 
of First Nations control of First Nations education and have directed 
FNESC to advance the regional BC First Nations Education System, 
including through TEFA renewal and implementation of education 
jurisdiction.

The overarching purpose of the TEFA and jurisdiction agreements is 
to improve educational outcomes for all First Nations learners 
through the advancement of First Nations control of First Nations 
education.
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Tripartite Education Framework Agreement
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Tripartite Education Framework Agreement

TEFA is a 5-year agreement signed by FNESC, BC and Canada in 
2012.  

It is the basis for the First Nations schools funding model, and it has 
provisions around 2nd level services, policy, consultation and 
BC-specific processes.  

TEFA is due to expire on March 31, 2017 and FNESC, Canada and 
BC have been engaged in TEFA renewal discussions.  
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Key Elements of TEFA

Formal recognition of the 
education partnerships of 
Canada, BC and FNESC

A new funding formula for 
First Nations schools based 
on the provincial funding 
formula (Operating Grants 
Manual), with specific 

adaptations

Comprehensive and 
sustainable funding for 2nd 
level services to schools and 

communities

A commitment to reduced 
reporting for First Nations
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Second Level Services in our BC First 
Nations Education System
TEFA has supported our ongoing efforts to build a systemic, 
comprehensive web of services to support students.
Examples:

• Data Records and User Management System (DRUMS)*
• FNSA School Assessment & Certification Process*
• Connected Classrooms*
• Professional Growth Process
• In-School Coaching Initiative 
• Professional Learning Communities (PLC) 
• Pro-D Workshops / Conferences / Principals’ Short Course* 
• First Nations Parents Club*
• Special Education Support Services (currently non-TEFA)*

* These community-driven initiatives predate TEFA
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Current TEFA Funding Formula
TEFA 2012 established a new funding formula for First Nations 
schools in BC based on the Ministry of Education’s funding formula, 
with specific adaptations.

• The funding formula is enrolment-driven.
• It includes non-formula funding provided by the MEd to school 

districts (special purpose grants).
• We have been working with INAC since 2012 to update the 

funding formula.

Outstanding funding issues include:
• language and culture 
• transportation 
• technology
• operations and maintenance
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TEFA Renewal
In TEFA renewal we are calling on INAC to include funding for the 
following areas not addressed in the original TEFA agreement:

• Language and Culture
• Technology
• Operations and Maintenance 
• Transportation

Once the First Nation school funding model is complete it will serve 
as the “program funding” for jurisdiction, too.
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Process for TEFA Renewal
TEFA Engagement Events
• Regional Sessions in 5 

communities 
(Fall 2016)

• Provincial Gathering (Oct. 
28, 2016)

• Provincial Gathering,
Languages Focus Day
(Jan. 27, 2017)

• Provincial Gathering for 
First Nations Schools 
Authorized Reps and First 
Nations Chief/Council 
Reps
(Feb. 9, 2017)

• Provincial Gathering
(Feb. 27, 2017)
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Challenges
Unfortunately, some months into negotiations we learned that 
Canada did not anticipate significant changes in a renewed TEFA 
and had not secured a mandate to negotiate enhanced TEFA 
funding for BC Region. 

In addition, Canada is restricting BC First Nations’ access to Budget 
2016 funding after 2016.

FNESC is concerned that BC First Nations are effectively being 
penalized for our progress by being held at the 2016 funding level 
($26 million).   
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TEFA Extension
Given these circumstances, a renewed TEFA will not be achieved 
before its expiry on March 31, 2017, effectively forcing the need for 
an extension.

We are requesting an extension to TEFA that includes:

• extension to June 2018;

• rolling budget 2016 education funding, with no restrictions, into 
the TEFA funding formula; and 

• collaboration between INAC and FNESC/FNSA to develop a 
memorandum to Cabinet and Treasury Board Submission with 
respect to the remaining funds needed to meet the needs of First 
Nations students and schools in a renewed TEFA.
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TEFA Extension Letter and Annex
FNESC has drafted a letter, which when signed by Canada, BC and 
FNESC would formally extend TEFA.

The letter includes the following: 

1. extension of TEFA to June 30, 2018;

2. acknowledgement that the next TEFA will “allow for ongoing 
support for continuous improvement in educational experiences, 
achievements and outcomes of First Nations students in BC;”

3. acknowledgement that negotiation of the new agreement will 
include, but is not limited to, discussion of language and culture, 
technology, and transportation; and

4. confirmation of the availability of funds (detailed in Annex 1) for 
2016/2017 and 2017/2018.
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First Nations Summit Resolution: 
TEFA Renewal, February 10, 2017
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the First Nations Summit 
Chiefs in Assembly call upon the Government of Canada to:
1. Uphold and be fully accountable for the Government's 

commitment to 
I. support First Nations control of First Nations education;
II. respect regional approaches to education;
III. work in partnership with First Nations and not act 

unilaterally with regard to First Nations education.
2. Work in full partnership with FNESC to develop appropriate 

federal mechanisms (i.e. submissions to Cabinet and Treasury 
Board) to achieve funding that supports the continued 
development and evolution of the BC First Nations education 
system aimed at improving student outcomes.
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Union of BC Indian Chiefs: 
TEFA Renewal, February 16, 2017
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED the UBCIC Chiefs Council direct 
the UBCIC Executive to call on the Government of Canada to:

1. Uphold and be fully accountable for the Government’s 
commitment to:

a. Support First Nations control of First Nations education,
b. Respect regional approaches to education;
c. Working in partnership with First Nations and not act 
unilaterally with regard to First Nations education.

2. Work in full partnership with the First Nations Education Steering 
Committee (FNESC), in partnership with the First Nations Schools 
Association (FNSA), to develop appropriate federal mechanisms 
(i.e. submissions to Cabinet and Treasury Board) to achieve funding 
that supports the continued development and evolution of the BC 
First Nations education system aimed at improving student 
outcomes.
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Jurisdiction
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First Nations’ Education Jurisdiction
First Nations’ Education Jurisdiction over First Nations Education 
means that First Nations learners will no longer be subject to 
decisions regarding their education being made outside of First 
Nations’ control.

First Nations with Jurisdiction will be able to make decisions in the 
best interests of their learners.

• Decisions can be made and implemented at the local level by 
those who are most knowledgeable of the needs of their learners.

• Education actions can be informed by the results of initiatives 
initiated by the community and, where required, timely changes 
can be made to better support learners.

• First Nations language and culture can be celebrated and serve 
as the foundation for the First Nations’ Community Education 
Programs.
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Milestones in Jurisdiction
Jul. 25, 2003 • MOU signed (Canada, BC and FNESC)

Nov. 26, 2005 • Education Jurisdiction Framework Agreement 
(“Framework Agreement”) initialed 

Jul. 6, 2006 • Framework Agreement signed

Dec. 12, 2006 • Federal Enabling Act passed

Nov. 29, 2007 • Provincial Enabling Act passed

Dec. 2010

• Canada announced that its Own Source Revenue 
(OSR) policy would apply to this initiative

• Negotiations have been stalled since 2010 as the 
parties seek to resolve the OSR issue

Jul. 2015 • Canada releases new policy, “Canada’s Fiscal 
Approach for Self‐Government Arrangements”
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Benefits of Education Jurisdiction

community control 
over Kindergarten to 
Grade 12 education 
on First Nation lands

ability to create a 
better learning 
environment

setting higher 
standards of 
education 

ability to establish 
the legal equivalent 
of a school board

increased focus on 
teaching First Nation 
languages, culture 

and values 

ability to grant 
recognized First 

Nation graduation 
certificates
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First Nations will be able to establish a community‐tailored 
education system that meets the specific needs of First Nations 
learners. Some benefits include:



First Nations Education Jurisdiction
After a number of years of delay due to federal policies around Own 
Source Revenue (OSR), discussions are once again underway to 
implement jurisdiction.

Our analysis confirmed that the application of the federal OSR policy 
would have a negative impact, and this was taken into consideration 
when Canada reviewed its Fiscal Harmonization Policy. 

In 2015, Canada released its new policy “Fiscal Approach for Self-
Government Arrangements”, which confirmed that the federal OSR 
policy no longer applies to sectoral self-government agreements, 
including the BC First Nations education jurisdiction agreements. 

Canada is currently reviewing its fiscal harmonization policy in 
collaboration with self-governing First Nations. 
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Moving Forward
• FNESC has been following up with the 14 original Negotiating 

First Nations s to reconfirm their interest in negotiating 
education jurisdiction and over half have re-confirmed. 

• The potential for more First Nations to enter into education 
jurisdiction negotiations with Canada exists. 

• What is required for a First Nation to become a Negotiating 
First Nations is a Band Council Resolution stating the 
commitment to negotiate its Education Jurisdiction and 
naming its official Negotiator.

• A significant component of exercising First Nations jurisdiction 
over First Nations’ education will be ensuring that sufficient 
resources are available to the First Nation to support culturally 
appropriate and quality education programming.  

• Negotiations will be resuming soon. 
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Jurisdiction Resources
• Jurisdiction Toolkit

• Jurisdiction Regional Workshops

• Templates

• Questions and Answers

• Difference Between TEFA and Jurisdiction
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BC Public Schools and FNESC 
Recommendations
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Student Population, BC Public Schools

Aborigi
nal
11%

Non‐
Aborigi
nal
89%

2015/2016 HOW ARE WE 
DOING? REPORT • 63,631 Aboriginal students 

in BC public schools 
(Includes approximately 
8000 status on-reserve 
students)

• 12% of those students live 
on-reserve 

• As many First Nations 
schools don’t offer the 
higher grades, over half of 
the students in BC First 
Nations schools eventually 
transition into public K-12 
schools.
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Graduation 
(6-Year Completion Rate), BC Public Schools
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“Meeting or Exceeding” Expectations 
(2015-16)
GRADE 4
Numeracy

• 36% Status On-Reserve
• 47% Aboriginal (not 

including status on-
reserve)

• 63% Non-Aboriginal
Reading

• 40% Status On-Reserve
• 53% Aboriginal (not 

including status on-
reserve)

• 64% Non-Aboriginal
Writing

• 38% Status On-Reserve 
• 51% Aboriginal (not 

including status on-
reserve)

• 65% Non-Aboriginal

GRADE 7
Numeracy

• 22% Status On-Reserve 
• 36% Aboriginal (not including status 

on-reserve)
• 56% Non-Aboriginal

Reading
• 30% Status On-Reserve 
• 46% Aboriginal (not including status 

on-reserve)
• 60% Non-Aboriginal

Writing
• 35% Status On-Reserve 
• 50% Aboriginal (not including status 

on-reserve)
• 65% Non-Aboriginal
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Children in Care
Over half of children in care (under a continuing custody order) are 
Aboriginal. 

The graduation rate of Aboriginal children in care is 38%, compared 
to 59% for non-Aboriginal children in care. 

It is very positive that public post-secondary institutions are providing 
incentives to former children in care. 

However, given the graduation rate, few are eligible to benefit from 
the incentive.
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Alternate Education

Over-representation
Aboriginal students are also 
over-represented in alternate 
education programs.

• 39% of public education 
students in alternate 
education are Aboriginal 

• Over 3,000 Aboriginal 
students are placed in 
alternate education each 
year. 

• 5.5% of Aboriginal 
students are in alternate 
education, compared to 
1% of non-Aboriginal 
students.

Graduation Rates
Students in alternate education 
are unlikely to graduate.  The 
completion rate for students who 
had at some point been in 
alternate education: 

• Status on-reserve First 
Nations students 25%

• Aboriginal (not including 
status on-reserve) 29%, 

• Non-Aboriginal students 
40%
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Evergreens (School Leaving Certificates)
Non-Graduation Evergreen Certificates are intended for some 
special needs students who have Individual Education Plans (IEPs). 
They are not graduation certificates (Dogwood Diplomas) and do not 
qualify a student for direct entrance into university/college. 

Evergreens have been disproportionately awarded to Aboriginal 
students, especially status, on-reserve students who are not special 
needs or on Individual Education Plans.

Many students who “cross the floor” on graduation day receive an 
Evergreen:

o 1 in 7 status on-reserve First Nation students, 
o 1 in 12 Aboriginal students, and
o 1 in 59 non-First Nation students

(2014/2015 data)
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Evergreens, cont’d
One of our priority recommendations was achieved on Feb. 5, 2016

• Amend Student Credential Order so that only learners 
assessed as special needs with an Individual Education Plan 
are eligible to receive Evergreen Certificates (non-graduation 
certificates).

The order now states: The British Columbia School Completion 
Certificate or “Evergreen” is awarded to a student with special needs 
who has an Individual Education Plan and who meets the goals of 
their educational program other than graduation.”
Current Recommendation: That BC develop a strategy to address 
the needs of those students still in the system who were tracked for 
an Evergreen Certificate but are no longer eligible, and to ensure 
that that districts comply with the new Student Credential Order 
amendment, which states that only students identified as special 
needs are eligible for school leaving certificates. 
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Participation in Courses Required for 
University Entrance
English 

39% of Aboriginal grade 12 students participating in English 12

69% of Non-Aboriginal grade 12 students participating in English 12

Math 10 Foundations & Pre-Calculus

38% of Aboriginal grade 10 students participating in Math 10 
Foundations

76% of Non-Aboriginal grade 10 students participating in Math 10 
Foundations
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Audit of the Education of Aboriginal 
Students in BC Public Schools
The audit by the BC Office of the Auditor General, released 
November 5, 2015, concluded that the Ministry:

1. had not provided the education system with sufficient 
leadership and direction to close the gaps,

2. had undertaken limited analysis of the wide range of student 
data it monitored to understand trends and outcomes for 
Aboriginal students and inform change, and

3. had reported on outcomes but not on what was effective in 
closing the gaps.

The report stated that the issue was “a failure of the education 
system to meet [Aboriginal students] needs,” rather than to the 
failure of Aboriginal students to succeed.

Eleven recommendations were made and accepted by the Ministry 
and they now form part of a joint FNESC/Ministry work plan.
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Aboriginal Strategic Plan
In response to the Audit of the Education of Aboriginal students in 
the BC Publish School System the BC Ministry of Education is 
preparing an Aboriginal Education Strategic Plan.  

We are pleased to see that the Ministry is developing a plan, with 
accountabilities to respond to the Audit recommendations.
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First Nation Community-Specific 
Student Data
The Minister has committed to provide First Nations community-
specific data to First Nations communities on an annual basis for 
on-reserve students attending public schools.
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FNESC Recommendations
FNESC has provided 23 recommendations to BC to improve 
accountability related to First Nations education with a focus on 
improving outcomes. 

All of the recommendations were supported by resolutions of the 
First Nations Summit, Union of BC Indian Chiefs and the BC 
Assembly of First Nations. 

Outstanding priority items include:
• Require district-level reports on Aboriginal Learning 

Outcomes.
• Create a strategy for the development and implementation of 

effective Local Education Agreements. 
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Additional Recommendations
• Ministry mandate and assist districts to improve outcomes for 

status on-reserve students

• Ministry collaborate with FNESC through TEFA to improve 
education outcomes for First Nations students

• Special advisory teams to support districts to assist them in 
increasing Aboriginal student outcomes, especially in districts 
where major achievement gaps exist

• 1701 second count be reported in How Are We Doing Report
• Ministry ensure districts adhere to First Nations Billing Rate 

• All reporting/planning documents require focus on goals, targets 
and reporting on Aboriginal student success
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Additional Recommendations, cont’d
• School districts be required to develop measurable goals, targets 

and indicators in partnership with Aboriginal communities

• School districts require school-level planning processes to 
include goals related to Aboriginal students

• School districts consider the inclusion of  numeracy and post-
secondary transition goals for Aboriginal students  in its planning 
documents and that the ministry and school district target 
resources/strategies to this

• School districts be encouraged to use and reference HAWD to 
inform planning programs and supports and monitor progress

• Ministry must ensure teachers can access ongoing professional 
development related to supporting Aboriginal students
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Additional Recommendations, cont’d
• Personal Learning Plans be required for children in care

• Specific goals/targets for children in care, reported upon at the 
district level

• Targeting of a portion of Vulnerable Students and Community 
Links funding to support children in care

• Ministry support districts to develop effective Enhancement 
Agreements

• Ministry explore options to create legislative links between EAs 
and other accountability mechanisms
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Next Steps
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Next Steps
As described in leadership resolutions, we are asking Canada to…

1. Uphold and be fully accountable for the Government’s 
commitment to:
o support First Nations control of First Nations education, 
o respect regional approaches to education;
o work in partnership with First Nations and not act unilaterally with 

regard to First Nations education; and

2. Work in full partnership with the First Nations Education 
Steering Committee (FNESC) the First Nations Schools 
Association (FNSA) to develop appropriate federal 
mechanisms (i.e. submissions to Cabinet and Treasury 
Board) to achieve funding that supports the continued 
development and evolution of the BC First Nations 
education system.
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Next Steps
(continued)

We will continue to advocate for increased funding for 2017/2018.

TEFA renewal updates and engagement with First Nations will 
continue.

• The First Nations Parents Club Conference, March 9 and 10th

is another part of our engagement and there will be discussion 
tables related to TEFA renewal topics. Parents Clubs have 
been invited to send three parents per club.
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Thank you
First Nations Education Steering Committee   
www.fnesc.ca 604-925-6087 Toll-free in BC 1-877-422-3672


